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Learning Objectives :
1. Participants will identify three play therapy interventions to 

incorporate pop-culture in narrative therapy.
2. Participants will engage in two play therapy interventions utilizing 

pop-culture.
3. Participants will demonstrate the ability to use pop culture based 

play therapy interventions with their clients.



Let's Play!
What do all these movies have in common?

Any themes or patterns?



Narrative Therapy
● The client is the expert/narrator of their story

■ Rogerian approach
○ Identify unhelpful or irrational thoughts/behaviors within the narrative to promote 

change
○ This can be painful/difficult, particularly when dealing with grief/trauma

■ TF-CBT
○ Use metaphor/analogy/abstraction to facilitate growth

Bibliotherapy/Cinematherapy
● The use of literature and stories as clinical/therapeutic tools

○ Began in the early 20th century
○ This goes back millennia: Aesop, Plato/Socrates, Religious Texts/Parables, 

Myths/Legends/Folklore
● The use of movies/television shows as clinical therapeutic tools



How do bibliotherapy and cinematherapy support narrative 
therapy and our clients?

● Provide relatable and enjoyable examples of:
○ Grief and loss
○ Irrational/unhelpful narratives of self
○ Trauma narratives 



The Association for Play Therapy defines play therapy as "the systematic use of a 
theoretical model to establish an interpersonal process wherein trained play therapists 
use the therapeutic powers of play to help clients prevent or resolve psychosocial 
difficulties and achieve optimal growth and development."

Through play therapy, children learn to communicate with others, express feelings, 
modify behavior, develop problem-solving skills, and learn a variety of ways of relating to 
others. Play provides a safe psychological distance from their problems and allows 
expression of thoughts and feelings appropriate to their development.

Play Therapy and the Powers of Play

www.a4pt.org





A tasty take on a trauma timeline

Kernel: Preparing, Pre-trauma, Innocence
Popped: Healthy, Happy, Typical Behaviors/Experiences
Burnt: Trauma, Hardships, Difficulties, Losses, Grief



Popcorn Example

Let’s Play!



Are you an episode, season, segment or short?
Or maybe a sequel or prequel?

To Be Continued…



● Start with having your client talk about 
their favorite series and the important 
parts of the show. 

● Then have them complete it about
themselves!

Becoming the director of your own 
show:



Use points of the story arc:

● Exposition: The exposition, also referred to as the introduction, is the 
author's chosen beginning.

● Rising Action: The rising action is the sequence of events that move the 
characters from the beginning of the story to the climax.
○ Trigger, an event that signals the story's beginning.
○ The trigger may spark a quest as the characters respond to the 

trigger.
○ Rising action often includes a surprise or twist in the story as 

unexpected events unfold.
○ Finally, a critical choice pushes the characters to the point of the 

story's climax.
● Climax: The climax is the turning point of the story. Events reach a critical 

moment, often action-packed or tense. The climax may include the solution 
to the problem or the culmination of the quest.

● Falling Action: Falling action is the necessary wrap-up information that the 
author gives after the climax is reached. Falling action deescalates the 
tension by easing the story away from stress of the story's climax as the 
characters take steps necessary to reach the story's conclusion.

● Resolution: The resolution is the final conclusion of the story. The 
resolution ties up loose ends to leave the reader feeling satisfied with their 
understanding of the story as a whole.

Becoming the author of your own story:





Green - Growth, Harmony, Nature, 
Contemplative 

Red - Anger, Strength, 
Determination, Power

Blue - Justice, Truth, Serenity, 
Protection

Purple - Nobility, Royalty, Wisdom, 
A Balance between Red and Blue

Yellow - Sun, Hope, Goodness

Orange - Ambition Creativity, 
Resourcefulness

White - Peace, Rejected beliefs of 
both sides

Black - Self-Obsession, Mystery, 
Darkness, Aggression



Running Up That Hill
https://youtu.be/bV0RAcuG2Ao



Our Cinematic Safety Plan

● Showing small clips from 
these episodes or even just 
talking about the show can 
be great refreshers.

● Start by having your client 
filling out the worksheet.

● Then exploring ways they 
can create safety or use 
coping skills when their 
triggers do come up and they 
are feeling stuck?



Let’s Play!

● Vecna?
● Upside-Down?
● Gates?

● What other shows 
or movies could be 
used with similar 
questions?



Soundtrack of My Life

Music is so powerful!

If you put together a soundtrack for your life, what 
would you include on it?

If you made a soundtrack to get you through this 
tough time, what would you include on it?
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